
Using both Speialisation and Generalisationin a Programming Language: Why and How?Pierre Cresenzo1 and Philippe Lahire1Laboratoire I3S (UNSA/CNRS), Projet OCL2000, route des luioles, Les Algorithmes, Btiment Eulide BBP 121 F-06903 Sophia-Antipolis CEDEX, FranefPierre.Cresenzo, Philippe.Lahireg�unie.frhttp://www.i3s.unie.fr/f resenz/, lahire/gAbstrat. The reuse of libraries of lasses by lient appliations is aninteresting issue quite diÆult to ahieve, espeially when modi�ation ofthe lass tree is needed but not possible beause of the ontext. We pro-pose a solution whih is based on the presene of both speialisation andgeneralisation relationships in an objet-oriented programming language.The spei�ation of both relationships is based on a meta-model alledOFL whih provides a support for desribing the operational semantisof a language through the de�nition of parameters and semantial a-tions. We propose an overview of the expressiveness of OFL and of itsimplementation and we give also some other interesting appliations.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we address the problem of the reuse of libraries of lasses by lientappliations when modi�ations of the lass tree is needed. We propose a solu-tion whih is based on the introdution of both speialisation and generalisationrelationships in future objet-oriented programming langages. This idea to om-bine both relationships altogether is also pointed out in [7℄ whih fouses moreon the integration feasibility within existing OOPL. Aording to the handlingof libraries of lasses there are other problems to solve like the maintenane oflasses (removal of depreated features, rede�nitions, et.) that may be solvedusing interlassing [6℄. Even if those approahes deal with the use of librariesof lasses by lient appliations, the philosophy is quite di�erent: our approahdeals with existing libraries that may not be modi�ed by lient appliationswhereas the other approah is related to the modi�ation of libraries of lassesthemselves and their onsequenes in lient appliations.To develop this idea, we present two main parts. Firstly, in setion 2, wedesribe a very pragmati situation where speialisation and generalisation areuseful in the graph of types. You will see that the use of only one of them wouldlead to only a poor approximation.Seondly, in setion 3, we present a pratial solution to de�ne a new pro-gramming language with both speialisation and generalisation, or to improvean existing language with a reverse inheritane. This solution is based on the



Model OFL (\Open Flexible Languages") [2℄. The setion 4 presents some imple-mentation issues whih handle priniples of the Model OFL. Then, we onludethe paper in the last setion, 5.2 Why both Speialisation and Generalisation?Our approah is de�ned in the ontext where a programmer uses a softwarelibrary of omponents (these omponents ould be lasses). He may have writtenthis library or not, but he an't modify it. This situation happens very often,for instane when the ode is not provided, when it is opyrighted, when it hasto be left unhanged for existing appliations, and so on. The �gure 1 give anexample of suh a very simple library with two very typial lasses.
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Fig. 1. An existing and unmodi�able hierarhy of lassesNow, for a spei� program need or to make the library evolve, we want toadd a omponent in the library (i. e. a lass in the graph). This fat is illustratedin �gure 2.
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Fig. 2. A new lass in the unmodi�able hierarhyWe an imagine three solutions to integrate Retangle in the hierarhy:1. The �rst is the most simple: \If we want to add a lass, we must reorganiseall the hierarhy!" This solution, illustrated in �gure 3, is obviously the bestone. But the best one if we an modify the hierarhy and an impossible



one otherwise. And even if we ould modify the existing lasses, it ould bea bad idea: we ould add some bugs in some other appliations whih usethese existing library and, in the example, the stability of Square is alledinto doubt by introduing Retangle.
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Fig. 3. The �rst solution: a total reorganisation of the hierarhy2. A seond solution respets the onstraint of the unmodi�able existing hi-erarhy. The idea is to insert Retangle as a speialisation of Parallelogram,as you an see on �gure 4. Here there is no problem with existing lassesand the relationship between Parallelogram and Retangle is orret. But theinstanes of Square logially have to be instanes of Retangle and this is notthe ase here.
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Square RectangleFig. 4. The seond solution: Retangle speialises Parallelogram3. The third solution is to take advantage of the fat that, in the end, Retangleis loser from Square than from Parallelogram. So, the idea is to speialiseSquare rather than Parallelogram as you an see on �gure 5. This solution isvalid as long as polymorphism apabilities between Square and Retangle arenot used. The instanes of Square logially have to be instanes of Retangleand this is the ontrary here.As we just see, if we have only speialisation (the problem is the same if wehave only generalisation), we an make evolution of a graph of lasses withoutrisk (e.g. without modifying existing lasses) but we an't have, simultaneously,



Rectangle Square ParallelogramFig. 5. The third solution: Retangle speialises Squarea valid behaviour of the types (e.g. orret polymorphism apabilities) in theresult graph.Our proposition is very simple: to add a generalisation relationship in thelanguage. Generalisation is only the reverse link of speialisation so, theoretially,only one of them is suÆient. But pratially, we ould perfetly resolve ourevolution problem with both.Let's show you a new �gure, 6. It demonstrates a good way to handle evolu-tion in our graph of lasses. Retangle is integrated as a speialisation of Parallelo-gram and a generalisation of Square. But what are the advantages in omparisonwith the three previous solutions?
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Rectangle r = new Rectangle ();
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... Object initialisation ....

p = s; p.surfaceArea ();
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r = s; r.edgeLength(); // Not allowed
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Fig. 6. A satisfatory integration of Retangle with possible pseudo-ode1. The advantage of our solution in relation to the �rst one is that no lass ismodi�ed in the initial graph. If we haven't the ode or the right to modifyit, we an nevertheless apply a relevant adaptation of the graph. And even ifwe an modify the initial graph, our solution protets the quality of Squaresine the new Retangle must be ompatible with the well-tried Square andnot the ontrary.2. In omparison with the seond proposition, to use both links allows to makeapital out of a orret behaviour of polymorphism between Square andRetangle.



3. In relation with the third approximative solution, the idea to use generalisa-tion is better beause the graph of types is relevant : a square is a retangleand not the ontrary!Obviously the pseudo-ode inserted in �gure 6 is not self-suÆient to explainthe semantis and it should be deeply disussed. Partiularly, he has to be linkedto the possible parameter values presented in 3.2 and should be further spei�edby assertions built on the model rei�ation. However, in order to give a avourof the apabilities whih may be provided to programmers, we ould say thatin a Java-like language, the two keywords extends and generalizes are stronglyrelated to lookup operation (see 3.3) in order to implement polymorphism and toallow to aess to lass instanes as if the lass hierarhy was the one desribedin �gure 3.3 How? The Model Open Flexible Languages3.1 OFL in a nutshellThis setion presents the OFL model (Open Flexible Languages) and its apa-bility to de�ne easily both speialisation and generalisation.The OFL Model aims to desribe the main objet-oriented programminglanguages (suh as Java [3℄, C++ [9℄, Ei�el [4℄, . . . ) to allow their evolution andtheir adaptation to spei� programmer's needs. To reah this goal, OFL rei�esall elements of an objet-oriented programming language in a set of omponentsof a language. Thus lasses, methods, expressions, messages, and so on are theOFL-omponents and are integrated in a spei� MOP (Meta-Objet Protool)whih allows to extend the set of entities needed for the rei�ation of bothlanguages and user appliations.The meta-programmer reates a language by seleting adequateOFL-omponentsin prede�ned libraries. He an also speialise a given OFL-omponent in orderto generate one dediated to some spei� uses. To distinguish the default OFL-omponents from the OFL-omponents reated for a spei� language, we allOFL-Atom the default one. In other words, OFL-Atoms are supplied by themodel, other OFL-omponents, reated for a spei� language, are not.Classes are rei�ed by OFL-omponents. Take the example of Java. We haveComponentJavaClass, ComponentJavaInterfae, ComponentJavaArray, . . . An orig-inality of OFL is that relationships are also rei�ed. So, we have for Java: Compo-nentJavaExtendsBetweenClasses, ComponentJavaExtendsBetweenInterfaes, Com-ponentJavaImplements, . . . A more omplete list of OFL-omponents for Java isgiven in [1℄.To failitate the reation of an OFL-omponent, OFL provides some meta-omponents, alled OFL-onepts. So, we have a ConeptRelationship and a Con-eptDesription (the word desription has been hosen to represent lasses andall entities whih look like lasses, suh as interfaes). Thus, ConeptDesriptionis equivalent to a meta-meta-lass. In eah onept, a set of parameters gives themeta-programmer powerful possibilities to reate or adapt an OFL-omponent.



These parameters are detailed in setion 3.2 wheras setion 3.3 gives an overviewof the semantial ations whih desribe the behavior attahed to ombinationsof those parameters.3.2 Hyper-Generi ParametersBut how an the meta-programmer easily de�ne the OFL-omponents for thelanguage he wants to reate or adapt? In fat, this work may be very diÆultand tedious beause he would have to rewrite a lot of algorithms suh as typeontrols, dynami links, use-of-polymorphism veri�ations, inheritane rules, andso on.In OFL, we provide a way to simplify this task: hyper-generi parameters. Allthe algorithms are prede�ned and are ustomized by hyper-generi parameterswhih have a value in eah OFL-omponents.In the sequel, we illustrate a subset of the hyper-generi parameters whihan be applied to a relationship OFL-omponent to ustomize it. We explaineah parameter and its apabilities of ustomization, and as an example, wegive its value to de�ne ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisation. Asummary of the di�erenes aording to the parameter values of these two kindsof relationships is proposed at the end of the setion.Name This is the most simple hyper-generi parameter. It is the name of theOFL-omponent and it must be unique in a language. For ComponentSpe-ialisation and ComponentGeneralisation, the name is respetively "Compo-nentSpeialisation" and "ComponentGeneralisation".Kind It allows to determine the sort of the OFL-omponent. In OFL, we havefour kinds of relationships:{ import for inheritane and all other importation links between desrip-tions,{ use for aggregation, omposition, and all other use links between desrip-tions,{ type-objet for all links between types and objets suh as instantiation,and{ objets for all links between objets.The value of Kind for ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisationis import.Cardinality The parameter Cardinality de�nes the maximal ardinality of a rela-tionship. For example, the value of Cardinality is 1�1 for a single inheritaneand 1�1 for a multiple one. So, with Cardinality, we an ustomize the re-lationship to be single or multiple with a single value! All the diÆulty ofthe lookup algorithm, whih searhes the relevant method in the graph ofdesriptions, is enapsulated in a prede�ned ation whih takes are of theCardinality value for all relationships used in the appliation. Cardinality isalso useful to limit the multipliity. We want to speify single links, so Cardi-nality for ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisation has the value1� 1.



Repetition This parameter is useful if and only if Cardinality is not 1�1. Repeti-tion indiates if repetition of soure-desriptions and target-desriptions arevalid for this OFL-omponent (to make repeated inheritane, for example).Repetition is de�ned as a pair of boolean. For ComponentSpeialisation andComponentGeneralisation, the value of Cardinality is 1 � 1, so the value ofRepetition is ignored.Cirularity This is a boolean and it expresses if the OFL-omponent admits airular graph (value: true) or not (value: false). Often, use relationships allowirularity and import ones don't. Cirularity is forbidden in speialisation orgeneralisation (we don't onsider the ase of a lass whih speialises or gen-eralises itself), so the value of Cirularity is false for ComponentSpeialisationand ComponentGeneralisation.Symmetry This parameter points out if the OFL-omponent provides relation-ships that are symmetrial. Most of traditional links are not, but we animagine a ComponentIsAKindOf where the semantis is bidiretional: a boatis-a-kind-of submarine and a submarine is-a-kind-of boat (they resemble eahother but none are a speialisation of the other). Neither ComponentSpeial-isation nor ComponentGeneralisation is symmetrial so the value for is false.Opposite We may have, in a language, two OFL-omponents with reversed se-mantis. This is an essential information for all ations whih need to travelthrough the graph of desriptions. ComponentSpeialisation is the oppositeof ComponentGeneralisation and vie versa! We an set a value to Oppositeeven if ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisation are desribedin the Context of a library beause they are in the same library. But if we useone of them separately, the parameter Opposite has to be ignored.Diret aess In traditional inheritane, features of the anestor are diretlyvisible in the heir, as if they are delared in the heir. The parameter Di-ret aess gives the apability to hoose the poliy of this visibility. If thevalue is mandatory then all features are inevitably visible. If it is forbidden,none are diretly visible (but they an be indiretly visible as we will see inthe next parameter). And if the value is allowed then some are visible, somenot and the di�erentiation may be done, for example, by a keyword (suh aspubli, private, . . . ). For ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisa-tion, a relevant value is allowed.Indiret aess This is the same idea as for the previous parameter but for indi-ret aesses. Indiret aesses mean aesses naming the target-desription.In Java, we an use super in onstrutors, �nalisers or rede�ned methods.By this way, we an aess to some features of the anestor, but we haveto speify an indiret aess. So, for ComponentSpeialisation and Compo-nentGeneralisation, the value an be forbidden. This means we are in theontext where to put in soure-desription a method whih have the samesignature than a method also present in the target-desription implies thatany method body of soure-desription annot aess to the \old version" intarget-desription.Polymorphism impliation This parameter is very important. Polymorphism impliationan take four values:



{ up means that all instanes of the soure-desription (heir in an inheri-tane link) must be also instanes of the target-desription (anestor inan inheritane link). This is the traditional diretion for polymorphism.{ down points out the ontrary: all instanes of the target-desription mustbe also instanes of the soure-desription. This value is very useful toreate OFL-omponents like ComponentGeneralisation.{ both is an interesting value. It means that soure-desription and target-desription have the same instanes. This an be relevant to desribeother derivations of inheritane, suh as ComponentVersion. We an imag-ine two versions of lass linked by this OFL-omponent. The two versionsrepresent the same type, so they must have the same list of instanes,and dynami link has to �nd the good version of features to exeute.{ none is the last possible value and allows to de�ne other kinds of inher-itane, suh as ComponentCodeReuse where features are imported fromthe target-desription to the soure-desription, but where we need toensure that polymorphism apabilities are avoided.The value of Polymorphism impliation for ComponentSpeialisation is up. Andfor ComponentGeneralisation, this value is down!Polymorphism poliy This parameter is ignored if Polymorphism impliation hasthe value none. Polymorphism poliy indiates if a new delaration of a fea-ture in the soure-desription hides the feature in target-desription (value:hiding) or rede�nes it (value: overriding). This value is double, one for at-tributes, one for methods. For ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGen-eralisation, we an use a traditional value: hiding for attributes and overridingfor methods. Note that on OFL, apabilities of overloading is not handledby relationships but by desriptions.Feature variane This parameter indiates the kind of variane rule for rede�ni-tions of features, if these rede�nitions are allowed (we will see the parameterRede�ning later). Four values are possible:{ ovariant The type indiated in the soure-desription must be the sameor a subtype (let A be the soure and B the target. A is a subtype of Bif the value of Polymorphism impliation is up, and B is a subtype of A ifPolymorphism impliation is down. If the value is both, A and B representthe same type and if it is none, there is no subtype link between A andB) of the type given in the target-desription. This is the relevant valuefor the parameters of methods of Ei�el.{ ontravariant This is the reverse of the previous value. The type indiatedin the target-desription must be the same or a subtype of the type givenin the soure-desription. This hoie has been made, for example, bySather [8℄.{ nonvariant The type indiated in the soure-desription must be the samethan the type given in the target-desription. This is the ase in Java.(if type of parameters of methods are not exatly the same, in Java thisis overloading and not overriding){ non appliable is the last possible value. Meta-programmer uses it if hewants no feature-variane ontrol.



The value of Feature variane for ComponentSpeialisation an be ovariantfor method parameters, nonvariant for funtion results, and non appliable forattributes (these values ould be hosen arbitrarily by the meta-programmer,we selet here some typial values). In this ase, for ComponentGeneralisation,we would have ontravariant, nonvariant, and non appliable.Assertion variane OFL is able to desribe languages with assertions (preon-dition, postondition, and invariant) like Ei�el. So, we have a parameter toindiate the kind of variane for assertions:{ weakened The assertion in the soure-desription must be impliated bythe assertion in the target-desription.{ strengthened This is the reverse value of the previous one. The assertionin the soure-desription must impliate the one of target-desription.{ unhanged The assertions in soure-desription and target-desriptionmust be equivalent.{ non appliablemeans that ontrols of assertion variane must be avoided.If we imagine that ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisationould be used in a language whih handles assertions (if, after all, the lan-guage is without assertion, this hyper-generi parameter is ignored), we ouldgive the traditional behaviour:{ for ComponentSpeialisation:weakened for preonditions and strength-ened for postonditions and invariants,{ for ComponentGeneralisation: the ontrary, strengthened for preondi-tions and weakened for postonditions and invariants.Renaming This parameter points out if the programmer an rename a featureusing a relationship de�ned by the OFL-omponent. For example, renamingis possible in Ei�el but not in Java or C++. The aepted values are forbiddento prevent renaming, allowed to authorise renaming, ormandatory to oblige it.To rename a feature an be very useful in speialisation as in generalisation,so the value for our ComponentSpeialisation and ComponentGeneralisation isallowed.On the same idea than for Renaming, we have parameters to ustomize theapability to add (Adding), to remove (Removing), to rede�ne (Rede�ning forassertions, method's signatures, method's bodies, and method's quali�ers),to mask (Masking), to show (Showing), to abstrat (Abstrating), or to makee�etive (E�eting) the imported features.Now, let's study the value of these parameters, �rstly for ComponentSpeial-isation, seondly for ComponentGeneralisation:1. for ComponentSpeialisation: It is orret to add a feature when wemake a speialisation (we an add features with inheritane!), so thevalue for Adding is allowed but we an't remove a feature, so the value forRemoving is forbidden. To rede�ne a feature is also orret (and what'smore it is an essential harateristi of objet-oriented languages), sothe value of Rede�ning ould be <allowed,allowed,allowed,allowed> and as-sertions and signature of eah method will have to respet the poliiesdesribed by Assertion variane and Feature variane. We want to makesimple links so we prefer to avoid masking and showing, thus the value



of the orresponding parameters is forbidden. Lastly, we ould say thatspeialisation is ompatible with making an abstrat feature onrete,so the value of E�eting is allowed but not with the ontrary, thus thevalue for Abstrating is forbidden.2. for ComponentGeneralisation:Following a similar thought proess (withthe opposite semantis), we an set Adding and E�eting with forbidden,and Removing and Abstrating with allowed. We keep forbidden for Mask-ing and Showing. Finally, Rede�ning ould be <allowed,allowed,allowed,allowed>like for ComponentSpeialisation but with Assertion variane and Fea-ture variane of ComponentGeneralisation!What are the main di�erenes between ComponentSpeialisation and Compo-nentGeneralisation? The previous list of parameters is given also to present theOFL hyper-generi parameters system and ould hide the important di�erenebetween our two relationships. Here is a reminder of the parameters whih havedi�erent values:{ Name is obviously di�erent.{ Polymorphism impliation is asendant for a speialisation and desendant fora generalisation.{ Feature variane of parameters of methods is ovariant for speialisation, on-travariant for generalisation.{ Assertion variane is weakened for preonditions and strengthened for post-onditions and invariants in speialisation and exatly the ontrary in gen-eralisation.{ Adding and E�eting are allowed in speialisation and forbidden in generali-sation.{ Removing and abstrating are forbidden in speialisation and allowed in gen-eralisation.3.3 AtionsTo put a relevant value to a set of parameters gives a good way to desribethe wanted behaviour of a sort of relationship. But it's not suÆient to allowpertinent ontrol and exeution of these links. So, in OFL, a list of ations ispresent.Eah ation de�nes the operational semantis of a part of work traditionallyhandled during the ompilation or exeution time. And eah ation takes intoaount the value of the hyper-generi parameters. So the behaviour of the de-�ned language is adapted to the value of eah parameter of eah omponent. Wehave lassi�ed our ations in seven ategories:1. Ations to searh a feature For example: lookupwhih makes the researhof the relevant feature in the graph of desriptions in relation to a message;or math (alled by lookup) whih veri�es if a given message is ompatiblewith a given feature.



2. Ations to exeute a feature For example: exeute with result whih al-lows to exeute a message and to return an objet as the result (useful for fun-tions or other expressions with a result); or attah parameters whih makesthe ontrol and the attahment of the e�etive parameters of a method.3. Ations to make a ontrol For example: verify irularity whih ontrolsthat none relationship with hyper-generi parameter Cirularity=false havea irular graph; or are valid parameters (alled by attah parameters) whihontrols that e�etive parameters are ompatible with the de�nition of theformal ones.4. Ations to handle instanes of desriptions For example: reate instaneor destroy instane.5. Ations to handle extension of desriptions.6. Base operation For example: assign whih gives the algorithms of the as-signment, or opy.Eah ation uses the value of the hyper-generi parameters to hoose thepertinent way to make its job. For example, lookup has to take into aount thevery important value of the parameter Polymorphism impliation to go throughthe graph of desriptions.How to write an ation? An ation ould be simple. For example, we havean ation alled verify irularity whih ontrols that all relationships with falsein the parameter Cirularity don't make irular graph. The algorithm of thisation is simple: to go all over the graph for this relationship and to verify thatnone desription are diret or indiret target of itself. The moment to exeuteverify irularity is also easy to imagine: it ould be launh one in a stati toollike a ompiler or a ode heker.But other ations are a lot intriate! For example, let's examine the ationlookup. To �nd the relevant feature in aordane with a message, the task maybe diÆult and the algorithm ompliated. We have to take the value of manyparameters into aount. The value of Polymorphism impliation is used to builda graph of types. Polymorphism impliation will help to determine whih poliy(hiding or overriding) have to be onsidered. With Cardinality and Cirularity,we an hoose an eÆient way to go all over the graph. Symmetry ould helpus to adopt a two-diretion route. Diret aess and Indiret aess give infor-mation about the visibility of the target-desription. Finally, Feature variane,Assertion variane, Adding, Removing, and so on, allow to know how features areimported. Furthermore, the moment when it is orret to exeute the lookup isalso not obvious. We an easily imagine that a �rst part of this task is stati (de-termination of all unambiguous alls for example) and another one is dynami(dynami linkage at runtime for example). With all these data, it is theoretiallypossible to write the ode of lookup.Theoretially. . . But if we want to provide some useful model to the pro-grammer, it is obviously neessary to help him to write ations. In this way,we supply three things. The �rst one is that we have split omplex ations in



more elementary ones1. For example, we have a loal lookup whih make theloal (independently of all import relationships) researh of a relevant feature ina desription and a math whih takes a feature and a message and determinesif the seond one is ompatible with the �rst one. . . Thus, we split the diÆultyof the omplex lookup whih has to all loal lookup, math and other ations tomake its job.Seondly, to solve the problem of the stati and dynami faets of our ations,we provide a way to de�ne them in several parts. So, in fat, eah ation is splitin a set of faets and eah faets is delared stati (used in a preliminary step likea ompiler, a ode heker, or a �rst aess) or dynami (used in an interpreter,an exeution engine, or a virtual mahine).Thirdly, we intend to provide some default behaviours for all ations. Indeed,OFL ould be used for a large variety of tools about soure ode. In this paper,we present a way to assist an extension of a programming language, but it is alsopossible to use our ations to make others tools like a ode heker, some traeservie, or a wizard for programming. So, our idea is to write typial algorithmsfor ations and to supply them in libraries.Who write the ations? There are three possible answers to this question:1. As we just explained, OFL-designers (we) have to provide libraries of a-tions for the more frequent usages. These libraries must be for very generalpurposes.2. If a relevant solution is not given in these libraries, the meta-programmer(the person who makes a new language or a new tool for ode) has to rede�nesome of the ations or, in a bad ase, to rewrite all of them. It is here usefulto reate a kind of plug-in library whih adds some interest to the OFL setof tools.3. Finally, when the meta-programmer wants to add a very partiular be-haviour, he an rede�ne or write some ations in order to handle this be-haviour. As this ase is for a spei� use (useful for an unique appliation,for example), reation of a library is not useful and the rede�nition ould betemporary.4 Implementation issuesFirstly, an implementation of OFL (f. �g. 7) is based on the rei�ation of bothlanguage semantis (OFL-omponents instanes of an OFL-onepts) and ap-pliation entities suh as method, attribute, statement, et. Beause it is notreasonable to design a rei�ation whih deal with any entity of any language, itis neessary to design an extensible rei�ation model. All this issues are ahievedthrough a Meta-Objet Protool (MOP) written in Java and alled OFL/J . Inorder to make easier the oupling with other tools, an XML-DTD of OFL/J is1 Chapter 6 of [2℄ presents more than �fty ations.



generated whereas meta-information and appliation rei�ation are stored underan XML representation whih onforms to this DTD.Seondly, the rei�ation of appliation should be parsed and semantis a-tions should be performed on eah entities aording to the language semantis.This will be done by SmartTools [5℄ whih allows to de�ne visitors (design-pattern) in order to make possible the desription of semantial ations to beassoiated to appliation entities. SmartTools apply all these ations, automati-ally to any node of the abstrat syntax tree assoiated to the appliation rei�-ation.One interesting thing is the exibility of the system. Ations an be addedor removed from OFL/J and they an implement the approah desribed abovefrom di�erent point of view:{ to ontrol the appropriateness between the body of appliation methods andthe relationships de�ned between the lasses within the rei�ation{ to generate pure Java ode aording to the information above{ to do both ontrol and generation
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